Great communicators, like great
“change-makers,
are made not born.”
That’s where we come in.
At 3D, we help transform the way you and your team communicate.
Our Philosophy

Our Approach

Our People

A high-stakes
communication is the
wrong time for an
original thought.

We coach you to help
you turn complexity into
clarity, fear into focus,
and indifference into
inspiration.

Our seasoned coaches
bring decades of
experience in highly
technical and complex
fields and a get-it-done
attitude to every project.

3D ACT® is not magic. It’s better.
It’s a practical, step-by-step process, proven to help any communicator
become stronger.

Be strategic.
Before we help you
communicate, we make
you think. Analyzing your
audience and goals
is step #1.

STRATEGY

Ever word matters.

CONTENT

We ensure you have clear
breakthrough messages
and no original thoughts
in your communications.

Make an impact.
Our coaches help you test
your messages and coach
you to deliver them with
confidence.

REFINEMENT
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3D Executive Communications Services
3D Messaging and Content Development services empower you with clear,
precise messages, speeches, and slides that resonate with your audiences –
winning hearts, minds, and business.

3D Speaker Training helps you find your unique voice and take your
speaking skills to the next level to make a positive impression on your most
important audiences.

3D Media Training helps you break through the chaos of the fast-changing
world of interactive, instantaneous media – anticipating challenging questions,
preparing the right soundbites, and delivering credible answers and messages
with confidence.

3D Leadership Communications helps transform leaders into great
communicators by coaching them to deliver a more credible and powerful story
that connects their personal values with the business goals.

3D Launch Communications specializes in helping your team differentiate
its product and deliver persuasive messages for a successful product launch.

3D Crisis Communications experts will train your team to plan for and
manage even the worst crisis – so that you strengthen relationships and
enhance your reputation.

Our process works.
Any issue.
Any audience.
Any communication.
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